Correlations of chemical mass shifts of para-substituted acetophenones and benzophenones with Brown's sigma constants.
Relationships between chemical mass shifts and physiochemical properties of ions are sought by examining substituted acetophenones, benzophenones, and pyridines in a modified ion trap mass spectrometer. Systematic changes in chemical mass shift occur with changes in substituent in the acetophenones and the benzophenones. Brown's sigma+ constant, which is a measure of electronic effects of substituents in reactions that involve positive charge development, is shown to correlate linearly with chemical mass shifts in para-substituted acetophenones and benzophenones. Brown's sigma+ constant also correlates with the ease of dissociation of the ions via a correlation with ionization energy. It is suggested that ease of dissociation is the underlying factor in determining chemical mass shifts. The experimental results also suggest that dissociative collisions between ions and buffer gas make a much greater contribution to chemical mass shifts than do elastic collisions.